THE GLADE FOUNDATION
Do Animals have souls?
How to heal Animals
Don’t let anyone ever tell you that animals don’t have souls, of course they do. The
spirit of an animal is not as refined as that of a human, but all animals have souls. By
interaction with a human the vibration, the energy level and the spirituality of an animal
is lifted. It can be raised to the point where in the next life that one will take a human
life. It may, not in all cases, not always, it is not written in stone, it is a possibility, but
what is not possible is for a human to go back and take a life as an animal. They can
ascend, you cannot go backwards.
We can raise them by interaction, when you return Home you assume the responsibility
to raise it up and adjust to the changes. It will recognise you and have a bond with you,
so it is natural you would work with it. It is not an instantaneous thing as it takes time.
There is an adjustment necessary, a raising of the energies, a lot of talking and
explaining, and then choosing a life for the first life. The life would be quite short quite
easy without a lot of the trials and difficulties.
Our responsibility to the little ones in fur is enormous. It is almost one of the reasons
you are down here on earth to look after the earth, care for the earth and care for the
creatures within it. By looking after them you progress yourself.
The basic principle behind the healing of animals and humans remains the same. The
healer opens themselves up as a channel for the healing to flow through and allows the
gift to work, firstly in the aura of the animal and then into the body.
However, there are differences in the way one applies the healing and how it works.
Animal auras differ to human auras in strength and intensity, with an insect having just
an energy field and little or no colour, to invertebrates and some fishes having just one or
two colours.
When we get into more evolved species such as sharks, whales, octopuses and even
smaller fish like carp the auras become more interesting. Highly evolved species like
Dolphins have much more complex auras.
The auras of mammalian species vary greatly, and involvement with humanity has a
HUGE effect upon the shape, size, colour and intensity of their auras. The impact human
interventions can and does have upon animals is known, but hardly understood or
appreciated. This applies to reptiles also.
When healing an animal the first step is to link to the animal and if possible to establish
a bond of trust. I say if possible for with some creatures they will have past experiences or
take a dislike to the sight, sound, colour, scent, vibration, aura, energy of the healer and
NO.…. they won’t let you approach them or heal them. If this is the case you must respect
their wishes and withdraw asking another Glade healer to offer healing, or you can sit
within a respectful distance of the animal quietly meditating. In time draw closer and
closer until the animal tolerates your presence, and even allows you to offer healing.
Patience - animal healing requires patience.
To establish a link or bond of trust with an animal, if it allows you to draw close and
seems willing to sit quietly, picture a silver cord between yourself and the animal. The
cord is linked into the third eye of both human and animal and through this link feel as
the animal feels…. the first impressions are basic needs, wants, desires.
Do not be surprised if a dog is sending the desire for freedom and grass and to relieve
itself or for food or to scratch or play. Under the basic wants and needs you will find
impressions, wariness, friend, like, dislike, smells which may appear as colours or links to
earlier base desires. Delve beneath these and you may find insecurities, worries, concerns
and here if there is an illness you will find how the animal perceives its hurts.
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As well as receiving all of this information you can send, reassurance, love, and
messages that you will not harm or hurt the animal, and allay its fears.
Take as long as you wish or need to establish this link. You may spend the first sessions
without actually giving healing; just gaining the creature’s trust or it may come to you
instantly. Be prepared to respect its wishes whatever these are.
The Healing
Having gained the animals trust and established any worries or concerns it may have,
you may then commence the healing.
As a Unique Glade Healer you have access to colour healing which is very beneficial
where animals are concerned. Picture the healing flowing into the aura of the animal,
send love and reassurance along with the healing. Use your will telling the animal to relax
and allow the healing to flow. Allow your hands to be guided to the places that feel best IF
you can place them on the creature.
With some creatures you may not be in physical contact and have to send the healing.
Use your mind to picture the healing flowing along the silver link you have established
and entering the creature.
So what is the difference between healing the human and healing of an animal? In
essence you put your hands out, you ask for the healing, the healing flows through, in
essence both are the same in that, but there is one big, big difference. It is a different
vibration, a different energy that you are channelling. Now any healer can give healing
and if you have an animal who is sick and you ask for healing it will be given. The
difference is you will feel the difference of the energies if you're attuned. And by being
attuned and knowing there is a different energy going in, feeling it, you can help to calm
the animal, help with the flow of the energy and help with its efficacy.
Now that does not mean because you heal humans you cannot heal an animal. You
can. You must become aware of the energy of the animal you are giving healing to and it
is different. If you are healing a horse or a dog or a cow it is a different energy, they are
not all the same. And you need to attune yourself to that energy. And the way to do that is
as you were doing before by stroking the animal, getting close to it, by allowing yourself to
be within its aura and energy field, you will feel the vibration.
Very often the animal will choose who it wants healing from. It is important if it does
that to go with that. It is a mark of graciousness, it is a mark of respect and it is a mark
that you have been chosen and it would be the right and the correct thing to do to go with
that choice.
Now with an animal it will sometimes not want you to touch the area where it is affected
most. That is alright you can touch the head, the flanks wherever it will allow, and let the
healing flow through because they can be a bit protective and a bit suspicious if you are
going near somewhere that is painful to them.
There are no limits to the type of creature you can give healing to or the type of illness
you can combat.
Again, I will stress the most important factor here is trust, gain the creature’s trust and
you, as healer, trust in the Great Mind and in your guides and training.
SOME QUESTIONS
Q: Perhaps you might further explain whether there is a difference in animal
healing as opposed to the unique spirit healing we give to people.
The answer is yes and no. Healing is healing. Whether it is the healing of the human or
the healing of the animal it is still healing. So the process is the same in that you ask for
healing to be given, you clear yourself of all thought, you allow spirit to draw close to you
to work with you and you allow healing to flow through you.
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Where there is a difference is in your approach to the animal. Some will come to you,
some will stay away and be locked in their pain and so you must sit and wait until they
approach or allow you to approach. It is a much longer process, you need great patience
and then when they are ready and happy and comfortable with you and the energies
around you, then you may approach them and using your senses feel where the problem
lies. Feel the flow of energy and see where the problem is.
It is much like diagnostic healing, where the healer will know by looking at the patient
what their problem is, but with an animal it is much more important for they cannot tell
you. They do tell you, but not with words. So you must be very observant to see what
you can pick up with your eyes and pick up with your senses, but be open to your guide
who will help you to where the problem is.
Cats and dogs see the auras and can see who is good and who is not.
Q: Can animals reincarnate into humans?
Well the short answer to that is 'yes' but there is a much longer answer to that. I think
as we are talking about animals I hope you will forgive me if I dispel some of the old ideas
that have been given and that were considered as correct.
It was said that certain animals, lower orders or animals, had a group spirit and that
was it. There was a group spirit and that was all there was to it. However, there is more
to it than this. Animals can have a group spirit, they can also evolve from that into having
an individual spirit, and by relationships with humans they can evolve and their spirits
can grow.
Now this has been considered as possible for those animals we consider of a higher
intelligence – dogs and cats - but we must extend our understanding to include others –
mainly mammals. It is much, much more difficult for reptiles and harder still for insects
and also for birds as these are very much programmed to remain part of a group. It is
harder for them to be individual, but even in the case of birds, it is possible. A
relationship with humans will make this more likely to happen.
So it may well be that someone has a pet parrot and by living with this bird, by dealing
with it and by showing it love and by having a relationship with it, the bird breaks away
from having a collective soul and starts having an individual.
It is hard, as I said, with some of the reptiles. That is why you might have something
like a crocodile that you've fed daily, every day for 20 years, and then one day you turn
your back and it'll snap your leg off - because it's fighting all the while to remain part of
the group and to forget it's an individual.
The same thing can happen with, well it can happen even with a dog or cat. It can forget
that it is part of the individual and veer back to being a pack animal.
Q: What happens when animals go Home? and is there a separate place for
animals?
There is. It is wrong to think of Home as a place like the earth, finite, bound, static.
Home is a dimension and it has no bounds, it is not fixed in any way, it is limitless.
Therefore, it will never run out of room, it will never be crowded, it will never overlap, it
will always be itself and so it is not at all impossible for there to be places separate and
unique for animals, especially those that have touched humans and have become close
and that are developing and growing.
Now, not much in the way of work or progression happens in these places. Mainly it is a
place of waiting, of dreaming, of being at peace and when the human who touched that
animal returns Home, they can visit them, and be with them again, and help them and
maybe point them towards their next life to see that they progress and move on.
Yes, it is possible that someone, some spirit, can start life as an animal and then
progress until such a point that it may take a human form. It does not happen often that
a spirit that has been human will go back to being an animal. What can happen is,
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almost as a form of play, a spirit might project in animal form for a short while to just
enjoy being that.
Q: Do each of the animals have a different energy?
Each breed of animal, yes. Each colour has a different energy, each sound has a
different energy and accordingly there are an enormous number of various energies, and
each creature vibrates at a different level and has its own signature and has its own
energy.
Q: And is everyone a degree of light?
Yes that is what colour is. Light is pure, when you bend light you create colour.
Q: So as individual animals can progress then presumably their own energy is
quite individual so you don't just say that energy is for cows….
Not cows, or horses, or dogs or cats, the high mammalian animals each is individual.
When we are talking about ants or beetles there is not individuality there. They have a
group identity, but when you get the higher functioning mammals then yes, some reptiles,
but it is difficult for them, they fight against individuality.
Q: Why would they do that?
It is a genetic thing with them. They still have genes that go way back to the very
earliest times and not all reptiles enjoy the idea of individuality, some of them quite like
the group and wish to still be part of the group and do not like individual ideas and
thoughts.
This booklet is a compilation of various talks given by Daniel the spirit guide to the Glade
Foundation
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THE GLADE FOUNDATION is a non-denominational registered charity established to
help people who are suffering, have lost their way in life, or are struggling to deal with the
non-financial problems that assail us all. In addition, we do give answers to those who are
searching for a meaning to life.
Our aim is to help people to rediscover that we are each an individual Spirit and that
each and every one of us is a part of the Great Mind (or God), irrespective of our
individual or collective religious beliefs. We are not a religion and we are open to all. Our
practical philosophy of life is based on the premise that we are all one, and yet each is on
an individual journey. Our aim is to show you how you can get the most from your
journey through life.
All Foundation members are ordinary, everyday loving people whose aims and purpose is
to help those less fortunate. We have very few rules and ensure that SIMPLICITY and
TRUTH are our watchwords.
We intend to establish Help Centres where Unique Spiritual healing is freely available
and will be given by our own fully trained and certified Healers. But, most importantly,
these centres will be havens of peace and light. Places where people can receive comfort,
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help and guidance in dealing with everyday problems, or just take some time out to relax
and reflect on the next stage of their journey. Each Well-being centre will be run by a
graduate of the Glade Foundation Teaching and/or Unique Healing Training College, and
each centre will have in attendance one or more of our certified or diagnostic Unique
Spirit Healers.
The spiritual teaching course work will be offered through a series of seminars, the
internet on our own website, through correspondence courses and eventually at our
residential teaching college. Students taking the Unique Spiritual Healing training
courses are always under the personal supervision of one of our fully trained Healing
Tutors.
If you would like to know more or are interested in attending any of our courses or
seminars then please contact us at:
THE GLADE FOUNDATION,
Stablefield Cottage, Hardy’s Green, Birch, Colchester, Essex CO2 0PA
email: info@gladefoundation.co.uk
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